This paper presents a deterministic algorithm for forming a given asymmetric pattern in finite time by a set of autonomous, homogeneous, oblivious mobile robots under the CORDA model. The robots are represented as points on the 2D plane. There is no explicit communication between the robots. The robots coordinate among themselves by observing the positions of the other robots on the plane. Initially all the robots are assumed to be stationary. The robots have local coordinate systems defined by Sense of Direction (SoD), orientation or chirality and scale. Initially the robots are in asymmetric configuration. We show that these robots can form any given asymmetric pattern in finite time.
Introduction
Executing a collaborative task by a set of small, autonomous, mobile robots (also known as robot swarm [18] ) has been a popular topic for the research for last few decades. The robots are assumed to be anonymous, homogeneous, oblivious and asynchronous. The robots together perform a complex job, e.g., moving a big body [16] , cleaning a big surface [13] etc. The individual unit or robot in a system of swarm robots is less expensive than a big robot. Increasing or decreasing the number of robots in this system involves very simple hardware or software modifications and thus provides good scalability. Moreover, having similar capability, if some robots fail, others can manage to execute the work. This feature makes the system to be more resilient to malfunction. In hostile environments, these robots are easily deployable to perform various complex tasks cooperatively.
• They are represented as points on the 2D plane. Robots have no common coordinate system. Each robot uses its own local coordinate system defined by its origin, Sense of Direction (SoD), orientation or chirality and scale or unit distance. A robot has no knowledge about the coordinate system of any other robot.
• Robots can not communicate explicitly. Each robot has a camera/sensor which can take picture or sense over 360 degrees. The robots communicate only by means of observing other robots using the camera/sensor. A robot can compute the coordinates (w.r.t. its own coordinate system) of other robots by observing through the camera/sensor.
• Robots have infinite visibility range , i.e., a robot can see all other robots.
• Robots execute the cycle (Wait-Look-Compute-Move) asynchronously. A robot does nothing in Wait state. In Look state, it gets the positional information of other robots by observing its surroundings. In Compute state it computes a destination point to move to. Finally in Move state, it moves to the computed destination along a straight line.
• Under the CORDA model [19] , the movement of the robots is not instantaneous. While in motion, a robot may be observed by other robots. A robot may also stop before reaching its destination.
• Robots are oblivious. They do not retain the information from the previous cycles.
• Initially all robots are stationary. Letr = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n } be a set of robots. Initially,r is assumed to be in asymmetric configuration [10] 1 . Our algorithm finds collision free paths (nonintersecting paths) for all the robots such that finally the robots form the given pattern.
A pattern P is defined by a set of n points represented by their coordinate values with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system. i.e., P = {(x i , y i ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Formally the problem is stated as follows: Problem 1. We are given a set of robotsr which are in asymmetric configuration and an asymmetric pattern P. The robots inr have to move themselves to form P in finite time.
Solution approach
This section gradually builds an algorithm to form the input pattern P by the robots inr. The pattern formation algorithm has multiple sub-algorithms. We describe them one by one.
Agreement in coordinate system
An important issue in the problem is representation of the given pattern. The pattern, given, is defined by an arbitrary coordinate system and the robots interpret it in their own coordinate system. An agreement in coordinate system with respect to the given pattern is found such that the representation of the pattern is same for all the robots. AgreementPattern() does this job. First the SEC of P is constructed. Let c P be the center of the SEC. c P becomes the common origin, for the pattern. We fix an ordering Ord(P) for the point in P. A point, p l ∈ P, is selected so that it is the first point on the SEC of P, in Ord(P). Lemma 1. It is possible to elect a leader p l ∈ P such that p l is on the SEC of P.
Proof: P is asymmetric and hence orderable. If we fix an ordering and from that ordering choose the first point that is on the SEC of P, we shall have a leader lying on the SEC of P.
|c P p l | is the common unit distance, − − → c P p l is the common positive X axis for the pattern. Let p l ∈ P be a point on SEC, which is presented next to p l in Ord(P).
Lemma 2.
It is possible to select a point p l ∈ P, different from p l , such that p l is on the SEC of P.
Proof: P is asymmetric and hence orderable. If we fix an ordering and from that ordering choose the first non leader point, p l , such that it does not lie on c P p l . Since, the SEC contains at least two points existence of such a point is guaranteed.
The side of X axis where p l lies is considered as the side of the common positive Y axis for the pattern. Note that the algorithm AgreementPattern() also normalizes the pattern by representing the radius of the SEC as the unit distance.
Algorithm 1: AgreementPattern() Input: P: the set of pattern points. Output: A common center, unit distance and axes of P.
Compute SEC of P; c P ← center of SEC; Ord(P) ← ordering of P; p l ← the first point from SEC in Ord(P); +ve X axis ← c P p l ; p l ← a point next to p l in Ord(P) such that it does not lie on c P p l ; +ve Y axis ← the perpendicular of c P p l , drawn at c P , at that side of +ve X axis, where p l lies; Return c P as center, |c P p l | as unit distance, +ve X and +ve Y ;
Correctness of AgreementPattern():. The correctness of the algorithm follows from lemma 3.
Lemma 3. The origin, unit distance and axes are uniquely defined by AgreementPattern().
Proof: SEC of P is unique. Hence, c P , i.e., the origin is unique. Lemmas 1 and 2 ensure that, p l and p l are unique. Hence, orientation of the axes (+ve Y axis w.r.t. the +ve X) are unique.
Using algorithm AgreementCoordinateSystem(), the robots plot P in their local coordinate systems and fix common origin, axes and scale. The pattern formation algorithm is designed in such a way that, the agreement in coordinate system remains unchanged till the formation of P byr is complete. Algorithm AgreementCoordinateSystem() first computes the SEC ofr. Let cr be the center of the SEC. An ordering Ord(r) is fixed forr. The first robot, r l , in Ord(r), which is lying on SEC ofr, is selected as leader.
Lemma 4.
It is possible to select an r l ∈r from SEC ofr.
Proof: Since,r is in asymmetric configuration, it is orderable. If we fix an ordering, r l may be chosen as the first robot in that ordering which lies on the SEC ofr.
P is plotted so that cr = c P and r l = p l . cr becomes the common origin, denoted by O. c P p l or crr l becomes the positive X axis. The positive Y axis for P is the common positive Y axis for the robots. |crr l | = |c P p l | is the common unit distance, denoted by u. The other points in P are plotted accordingly. P * is the set of the coordinate values of the pattern points computed in the defined coordinate system. Algorithm 2: AgreementCoordinateSystem() Input:r: the set of robots, P: the set of pattern points. Output: O: Common origin, XY axes, u: unit distance for the robots in r, and P * : set of coordinates of the pattern points. Compute SEC ofr; cr ← Center of SEC ofr; Ord(r) ← an ordering ofr; r l ← first robot in Ord(r); AgreementPattern(); Plot P such that:
+ve X axis forr ← crr l ; +ve Y axis forr ← +ve Y axis forr; Compute all pattern points in P; P * ← set of coordinates of the pattern points; Return O, +ve X and Y forr, u, P * ;
Correctness of AgreementCoordinateSystem():. Algorithm AgreementCoordinateSystem() ensures that all robots agree on the orientation and scale of pattern to be formed. The correctness of the algorithm follows from lemma 5. Since the coordinate system has been uniquely defined forr, we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 5. AgreementCoordinateSystem() computes the coordinate values of all pattern points in P uniquely and the computation is invariant of the position of the robots inr.
Pattern formation
Note that, the algorithms described so far do not require any robot to move. Once a robot fixes the coordinate axes and the pattern points, it is ready to move. However, the movements are designed in such a way that a robot that starts late will have the same coordinate system. This is ensured by maintaining the SEC of the robots and the leader in the initial configuration remains the leader. The formation of pattern P by the robots inr is carried out through the following steps:
∈ P * and ∃ a robot r 0 at O, then r 0 moves by distance < d (where d is the distance of a nearest robot not at O, from O) in the direction of positive X axis.
• Step 2. If O ∈ P * and a robot at O, a robot nearest to O moves to O.
Tie, if any, is broken using Ord(r).
• Step 3. Let p 1 be the pattern point nearest to O (if there are many, we choose the first one in Ord(P)). r 1 is the robot nearest to O (if there are many, we choose the first one in Ord(r)). Let d = max(|Or 1 |, |Op 1 |). The robots which lie inside or on Cir(O, d), move radially to a distance d + from O.
• Step 4. r 1 moves to p 1 .
• Step 5. If ∃ free pattern points in P * on the SEC, they are filled as follows:
-If ∃ free robots inside SEC, then these robots move to fill the points in P * on the boundary of the SEC.
-Else, robots on the SEC move to occupy free P * on SEC (without changing SEC itself).
• Step 6. The rest of the robots which are not in position in P * move to occupy the free points in P * .
Algorithm MoveRadiallyOut(r i ) executes the 3 rd step of the above list of operations. This algorithm also assures that there will be no collision between robots during movements. The algorithm assumes that the robots agree in coordinate system (using AgreementCoordinateSystem()). Proof: MoveRadiallyOut(r i ) checks if the robot executing the algorithm is inside the circle of radius d. If the robot is inside the circle, then it moves distance radially outward. To do so, first the robot nearest to the boundary of Cir(O, d + ) is identified. There may be more than one such robots. In order to avoid possible collisions between robots the algorithm selects one robot for moving. The robot which is nearest to the boundary of Cir(O, d + ) and comes first in Ord(r) is selected for moving. After selecting the robot for movement, the algorithm finds the destination for movement. The destination is selected in such a way that, it is not already occupied by other robots. Robots being points, a point, not occupied by other robot, will always exist on the boundary of Cir(O, d+ ). Moreover, during the movement towards destination, the robot remains nearest to the boundary of Cir(O, d + ). Thus collisions with other robots are avoided.
MoveRadiallyOut(r i ) also makes sure that all robots lie in the annular region between the SEC and Cir(O, d). This also ensures that the subsequent movement r 1 to p 1 in step 4 is collision free. Now we describe algorithm MoveToDestination(r i ) which finds destinations for each robot inr, such that the paths of the robots to their respective destinations are collision free. The algorithm assumes that the robots agree in 8 coordinate system (using AgreementCoordinateSystem()).
Algorithm 4: MoveToDestination(r i )
Input:r: the set of robots, P: the set of pattern points. Output: Destination for each robot in P * . F reeP ← {p j ∈ P * : p j is not occupied by any robot}; F reer ← {r j ∈r: r j / ∈ P * }; S ← {(|Or j Proof: The movement of robots in F reer to final positions in F reeP , is designed in such a way that only one robot at a time moves (Figure 1 The movement of r 0 does not result in any other robot getting closer to p 0 than r 0 or r 0 does not get closer to any point in P * , other than p 0 . Hence, in finite number of cycles, r 0 reaches d 1 . Moreover, when r 0 reaches d 1 , it is selected for movement again. Thus, in every subsequent computation cycle the robot r 0 will be selected to move, until it reaches p 0 . Hence, no collision occurs in the path of r 0 , until r 0 reaches p 0 (either direct or via some d 1 ). r 0 reaches p 0 in finite number of cycles.
Throughout the execution of MoveToDestination(r i ), no robot moves such that the SEC changes. Hence, the agreement on O i.e., the origin remains intact. The robots on SEC and +ve X axis is already is in P * . Thus the axes and unit distance are also unchanged. Now we present an algorithm, MoveOnBoundary(r i ), for the movement strategy of the robots lying on the SEC. The algorithm assumes that the robots agree in coordinate system (using AgreementCoordinateSystem()). In order to avoid collisions we define a configuration called alternate configuration.
Definition 1.
If there exists at least one pair (r ∈ F reer, p ∈ F reeP ) on the SEC, such that p lies on the SEC and r can move to p without passing through a filled final position, then the corresponding configuration is called an alternate configuration.
In MoveOnBoundary(r i ) which is described next, we use three procedures.
• M oveOnCircle(r i , p ) ensures that a robot reaches p moving strictly on SEC.
• M oveEnsuringAlternate(r i ) is executed when only one robot on SEC is at its final position on SEC. The function moves a robot in such a way that the alternate configuration is maintained. For example in Figure 2 , r x moves to B even though A is nearer, just to ensure that the resulting configuration is alternate. • GenerateAlternate(r i ) is executed when two robots on SEC are at their final position on SEC and the configuration is not alternate. The algorithm generates an alternate configuration. The function selects one robot r x = r l (r l : leader on SEC) out of the two robots in P F illed , s.t. ∠r x Op (∀p ∈(free points in P SEC )) is minimum and moves it along SEC by a very small distance towards p .
Algorithm 5: MoveOnBoundary(r i ) Input:r: the set of robots, P: the set of pattern points. Output: A configuration of robots where a robot on SEC is in its final position. r SEC ← {r j : r j is on the SEC}; P SEC ← {p k : p k ∈ P * and p k is on the SEC}; P F illed ← {p l : p l ∈ P * , p l is on the SEC, and p l is occupied by a robot}; switch P F illed do case |P F illed | = 0: Find a robot r n ∈r SEC and a point p ∈ P SEC s. a The ties are resolved using the lexicographic ordering.
Correctness of the algorithm MoveOnBoundary(r i ):. The correctness of the algorithm is established by lemma 8.
Lemma 8. MoveOnBoundary(r i ) ensures that when a robot is moving on SEC, it does not collide with other robots and all points in P * on the SEC are filled by robots in finite time.
Proof: Algorithm MoveOnBoundary(r i ) maintains alternate configuration on the SEC, during its execution. It avoids collision between the robots. If the configuration is already alternate, then M oveEnsuringAlternate(r i ) makes sure that the configuration will remain alternate. If the configuration is not alternate, then GenerateAlternate(r i ) ensures the resulting configuration is an alternate configuration. It also assures that only one robot on the SEC occupies a final position on the SEC. As a result, in the next cycle, the robots will execute Case 1 of the algorithm. Since the configuration is already alternate configuration, the robot executes M oveEnsuringAlternate(r i ), which will then result in (i) two robots are in their final positions on the SEC, and (ii) robots on boundary are in an alternate configuration. If the SEC is in alternate configuration, in each cycle a robot on SEC has a movement to its destination in P * on SEC. Since, the number of robots is finite and they complete their cycles in finite time, the points in P * on the SEC will be filled by the robots in finite time.
We have already presented all algorithms on which our pattern formation depends. Now we present the main algorithm, PatternFormation(r i ).
Algorithm 6: PatternFormation(r i ) Input:r: the set of robots, P: the set of pattern points. Output: A configuration of robots where ri is at its final position. Agreement coordinate system(); switch ri do case ri = O: if O ∈ P * then ri does not move; else ri moves to p (a point on positive X-axis at a distance from O);
) and ( ∃ exactly one robot ri s.t. 0 < |Ori| < (d + )) then ri moves to p1; else ri does not move; else ri moves to O; case ri ∈rSEC : if ((O / ∈ P * ) and (∃ a robot at O)) or ((O ∈ P * ) and ( a robot at O)) or (∃ more than one robot at a distance < (d + )) or (r1 = p1)) then ri does not move; else if (∃p ∈ PSEC s.t. a robot at p) and ( a free robot strictly inside SEC) then MoveOnBoundary(ri); else MoveToDestination(ri); otherwise if ((O / ∈ P * ) and (∃ a robot at O)) or ((O ∈ P * ) and ( a robot at O)) then ri does not move; else if ∃ more than one robot at a distance
Correctness of the algorithm PatternFormation(r i ):. The correctness of algorithm PatternFormation(r i ) is justified by following lemmas.
Lemma 9.
Once an agreement on origin (O) of the coordinate system is achieved, it remains invariant until the pattern is formed.
Proof: All robots agree on the center of the SEC, as their origin (O) of the coordinate system. No robot on the SEC is allowed to make a movement such that the SEC changes. Hence, SEC remains intact throughout the execution of the algorithm. Therefore, O also does not change throughout the execution of the algorithm.
Lemma 10. If O /
∈ P * , the agreement on XY-axis remains invariant until the pattern is formed.
Proof: The X axis is decided by the ray Or l (r l is the leader on SEC and in P * ). r l does not move. Hence, the X axis remains invariant. Y axis is decided by the X axis and the final positions on boundary of SEC. Since SEC remains invariant, the final positions on SEC also remain invariant. Hence, the Y axis also remains invariant until the pattern is formed. Consider another configuration I 2 defined as one in which the robot r 1 is at final position p 1 and all the final positions on the SEC are occupied by some robots.
Lemma 13. PatternFormation(r i ) transforms I 1 to I 2 , in finite number of cycles.
Proof: According to algorithm PatternFormation(r i ) the robots inr SEC do not move unless, either all position in P SEC have been occupied or number of free robots strictly inside SEC becomes zero. This is assured because once I 1 is formed, the robots move in a specific order: First, the robots on SEC fill the final positions in P SEC . Subsequently, if the number of free robots strictly inside SEC becomes zero and the total number of free positions in P SEC = 0, the free robots on SEC follow algorithm MoveOnBoundary(r i ) to fill final positions on SEC, while keeping SEC intact. This continues until all the final positions on the SEC are occupied by some robot. Hence, I 2 is formed form I 1 in finite number of cycles. Lemma 14. PatternFormation(r i ) transforms I 2 to P, in finite number of cycle.
Proof: Once I 2 is formed, free robots execute MoveToDestination(r i ) to reach the unoccupied final positions. Robots already at their final position remain stationary.
MoveToDestination(r i ) ensures robots reach their final positions in finite time. Hence, whatever unoccupied final positions exist in I 2 are filled by robots in a finite number of cycles and P is formed.
Lemma 15. Even if the number of free robots strictly inside SEC is less than the number of elements in P SEC , algorithm PatternFormation(r i ) executes successfully while keeping SEC invariant.
Proof: If the number of free robots strictly inside SEC is less than the number of elements in P SEC , PatternFormation(r i ) ensures that after configuration I 0 is formed, MoveToDestination(r i ) moves the free robots inside SEC to the free points in P SEC . After which the algorithm MoveOnBoundary(r i ) is called and one of the following cases arises:
• There is no robot occupying a final position on the SEC:
In this case, only robot r n (the robot closest to a point p in P SEC ) moves to p . Note that, since nothing else has changed, in the next computation cycle a robot will execute Case 1.
• There is exactly one robot occupying a final position on the SEC: In this case, first the algorithm checks if there exists a point in P SEC which is diametrically opposite to the robot already occupying a final position. If this is true then the robot nearest to this diametrically opposite point moves to it. Subsequently the circle SEC will remain intact even if the free robots on SEC are allowed to move. Otherwise, i.e., if no such diametrically opposite pattern point exists, the algorithm makes one robot move on the circle to a pattern point, while ensuring that the configuration remains alternate configuration. Next, the robot will see that there are two robots occupying final positions on the SEC and the next case will be executed.
• There are exactly two robots occupying final positions on the SEC: In this case, the robot first checks if two robots occupying the P * on SEC form a diameter of SEC. If this is true, then the circle will remain invariant even if other free robots on the SEC are allowed to move. Robots call algorithm MoveToDestination(r i ) (which ensures that the rest of the free robots occupy their final positions). Otherwise, robot checks if the configuration is an alternate configuration. If it is true, the robot nearest to a pattern point on the boundary moves on the circle to towards it, else the robot call GenerateAlternate(r i ), which moves one of the two robots (which is not on the X axis) at final position (on the SEC) in such a way that an alternate configuration is formed. It also assures that the X axis does not change. This alternate configuration has only one robot remaining at a final position on the SEC. In the next cycle the robot enters the previous case.
• There are three or more robots occupying final positions on the SEC:
In this case MoveToDestination(r i ) can be called with rest of the free robots as argument. Here, we do not need to worry about keeping SEC invariant (since there are already at least three stationary points on the boundary of SEC).
Under none of the above cases does the algorithm allow any changes to SEC. Hence SEC remains invariant. Also since only the number of robots occupying final positions on SEC change in a cycle, the next cycle (if there is one) also executes one of the above cases, and after some finite number of steps, all the robots on boundary occupy points from P SEC .
Finally we present theorem 1.
Theorem 1. If a set of robots is in asymmetric configuration then an asymmetric pattern formation is possible by the robots even without agreement in common coordinate system.
Conclusion
In this paper we present an algorithm to form a given asymmetric pattern. This assumes no agreement on coordinate axes (SoD, orientation and scale). Although we assume the robots to be point, it is possible to extended the algorithm for pattern formation by transparent fat robots. The only thing we need to ensure in the case of fat robots is that at every step, the robots check if the minimum enclosing circle of their initial configuration is sufficiently large to ensure collision free movement. This can be done by making one robot on the boundary of the circle move away from the center of the circle until the diameter becomes large enough. The detailed work on pattern formation for fat robots may be an interesting continuation of this work.
